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Lecture – 2 

HilfulFudul Organization 

The Great Prophet (s) was very much concious about the rights of others from his boyhood. He 

used to suck a breast of his sucking mother (Halima) and left the other breast to his sucking 

brother(Abdullah). He was sad and painful for the sad and pain of others. 

He always protested the unjust. He used to help the oppressed distressed people.  

Gambling is a great crime. Due to gambling , once in Arabia a blood- shading war happened 

between the two Arab tribes of the Quraysh and Qays in the fare of Ukaz. This war continued for 

long five years. The great prophet(s) himself participated in this war with his uncle Zubayer(R) 

he collected the shooting arrows of the enemies and handed them over to his uncle.It is known as 

HarbulFizar or the unjust war.The soul of Hazrat Muhammad(s.) wept out seeing the scenery of 

this terrible war. 

So,he formed a peace organization taking with him some of his energetic and enthusiastic young 

friends.He named his organization as Hilfulfudul or peace organization.He tried his best to 

remove the sorrows and miseries of the helpless people.So peace and tranquiltycame back in the 

society.at that time he was at the age of 15 only.This organization continued up to 50 years 

approximately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Work sheet-2 

Write the short answer 

 

1. Who was the sucking mother of Hajrat Muhammad (s)? 

2. Write the two tribes of the Arab at that time. 

3. What is the meaning of HarbulFijar? 

4. What is the great crime? 

5. What is the meaning of HilfulFudul? 

6. How long the blood shading war continued? 

7. How long the organization established? 

8. At what age the Prophet formed the organization? 

 

 

Broad question: 

1. Explain how the lad Prophet (s) used to preserve the rights of others. 

2. Explain the bad sides of gambling . Write about how you can create public opinion for 

stopping the gambling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                               Answer sheet -2 

Short question answer: 

1. Halima (R ) was the sucking mother of Hajrat Muhammad (s). 

2. The two tribes are --- Quraysh and Qays. 

3. HarbulFijar means the unjust war. 

4. Gambling is a great crime. 

5. HilfulFudul means peace organization. 

6. The war continued for long five years. 

7. HilfulFudul continued up to 50 years approximately. 

8. Prophet (s) formed the organization at the age of 15 only. 

 

 

Broad question answer: 

1. Great Prophet (s) was very much conscious about the rights of others from his 

boyhood. He used to reserve the rights of others from his childhood. He used to suck 

a breast of his suckling mother and left the other breast to his sucking brother.  

 

2. Gambling is a great crime. The bad sides of gambling are ---- 

 The good relation breaks up due to it. 

 Enmity rises. 

 Occurs much quarreling, fighting and blood shading. 

To stop gambling we need to make people aware of the bad sides of it.Government        should 

make necessary laws to stop it. 

 


